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SUMMARY 

The dispensing Medical Practitioner has become topical since 

13B4 . Dn this issue, much confusion and ignorance prevails, both 

amongst members of the medical and allied professions and in the 

public mind. This study was undertaken to demonstrate some 

aspects of dispensing of medicines in South Africa and to 

cansider the implications arising out of the application of 

legislation governing such dispensing of medicines by family 

practi tioners. 

The main objectives of this study were: 

CaD To identify and ascertain the opinions and policies of 

all those who are involved and concerned with the dispensing of 

medicines. 

Cb) To determine the implications of all the legislation 

governing the dispensing of medicines on: 

1. patient care 

2. the dispensing of medicines by doctors Cto their 

patients}. 

Information was gathered from a questionnaire sent to service/ 

consumer groups; from literature review of journals; 

publications and gazettes; and from legal consultations. 

The results of the study indicated that: 

C13 Professional Associations such as, Medical Association 

of South Africa, the Pharmaceutical Society as well as statutory 

bodies such as the South African Medical and Dental Council and 

the Pharmacy Council are concerned with issues such as 'trading 

in medicine ' and 'profiteering '. Inadequate patient care 

resulting from the physical, financial and economic hardships 

suffered by a majority of patients are issues which appear not 

to have been addressed by these bodies. 

CE) The fundamental issues of "what is in the best interest 

of the patient " appears to be ignored in legislation pertaining 

to dispensing. 



C33 Dispensing to patients became difficult due to the 

impractical stringent restrictions imposed by the legislation 

governing dispensing of medicines. 

C4D The dispensing of medicines by a doctor is less timB 

consuming, more convenient and cheaper for the patient as well 

as for the Sick Benefit Funds. 

The results were discussed with respect to their theoretical and 

practical implications and the conclusion reached was that the 

dispensing legislation presently designed for first world 

communities, became totally impractical when applied to third 

world communities, and that most doctors dispense medicines in 

response to the needs of the individual communities they 

service. 

Further research possibilities and recommendations were 

suggested in order to gain a greater understanding of the 

dispensing issue, which hopefully will assist to improve the 

quality of health care and also ensure the best possible 

advantage for the patient. 
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I . : I . ' IfJTPDCUCTION 

Ihe purpose of this study is ta: 

l.Hevieu all aspects of dispensing of medicines in 3cutk 

Africa, and tc consider its implications for the provision of 

patient care. 

if. Contribute to improving the quality ct general practice 

services, by having a much clearer understanding of the 

legalities governing the dispensing of medicines 

3.Identify any deficiencies and prejudices prevalent within 

the dispensing legislation and in the functioning of soma ct the 

organizations concerned with the dispensing of medicines. 

1. idj DEJECT IUEb 

In this study the mam objectives have been:-

1. To identify and ascertain the opinions and policies of 

ail those who are involved and cancerned with the dispensing at 

medicines. 

d. To determine the implications arising from legislation 

for KS.) Patient Care \h} in regard to dispensing of medicines. 

3. io make recommendations m respect of the policies and 

practices of dispensing. 

1 . 13 ; riElHQDGLDGY 

I n f o r m a t i o n wh i ch was c c l i e c t e d f o r t h e s t u d y was o b t a i n e d 

f r o m : ~ 

1 . I ' led ica l J o u r n a l s 

1 



4 4 bcverrmenf bazettes 

S. Gcen Ended 'Duestionaires 

b. Lansultaticns uith attcrneys. an advccate 

and a Senior Counsel 

Information was collected from 14/7/B5 tc 31/S/Bb. 

1.C4) BACKGROUND 

In January, 1BB4, the President of the Pharmaceutical Society 

of South Africa, l"!r . Den Sutherland. in a television debate 

bitterly criticized the dispensing medical oractitioner, the 

accusation being one of profiteering, unfair competition and 

trading m medicines. The various media gave wide coverage. The 

dispensing medical fraternity was certainly caught unauarss . 

fne amendment to the Medical Dental and Supplementary Health 

Service Profession Act of ISv4 uihich PPIJ presided for the 

i nr. *s s f i o a 11 on of cases of alleced inv^roce" c^v discrace fui 

conduct by persons registered in terms of the said Act; and tc 

further regulate the dispensing of medicines by a Medical 

Practitioner or Dentist: was unopposed m Parliament and it 

officially became an Act on HI Dec 1SB4. r> new era had dawned. 

Uaricus parts of the cauntry suddenly saw the mushrooming of 

dispensing doctors'' committees. Memoranda justifying the right 

of the doctor to dispense medicines were dispatched tc various 

members of Parliament, as well as to the Minister of Health. 

Government Gazettes were suddeniu h e m e sought. Hansard was 



dispensing; issue. Sen_or Counsel iv. many carts of the country 

were being consulted far clarification cr, legal interpretations. 

The Society of Dispensing Family Practitioners was formed to 

represent the interest of the dispensing doctor and his patient. 

There was also a sudden resurgence of the ones dormant National 

General Practitioners Group; a sub-group of the Medical 

Association of South Africa which concerns itself mainiy u.xxth 

general practice problems. In crder to have a clearer 

understanding and appreciation of the problems under discussion, 

m insiaht into the history of dispensing and medical 'actice 

is unpsrati'.'B. This study is directed to elucidating the 

circumstances pertaining to dispensing of medicines in South 

Africa. 

1. i.5".' THE H1STQKY 01' DISPENSING AND MEDICAL PHACT1CE 

Medical practice dates back as far as 3 SOQ B.C. when medicine 

an T-I T- e inextricably intertuined. Ancient cultures 

firmly believed that both sickness and cures emanated from their 

gods. Therefore the preparation and administration of medicines 

was often the prerogative of religious leaders. 

In Egypt. the land of the Pharoahs, priests became specialized 

medical practitioners. some only treating internal maladies, 

others dealing exclusively with diseases of the eye, the head or 

the teeth. They developed an extensive ;;iai r<i c. u u - ts _ e uhich listed 

some SOU remedies and 700 arugs. One probably successful example 

was a preparation for crying children prepared from poppy seed, 

the basis of opium. The Egyptian god of medicine was named 

"Ph-ar-maiei". from which words such as "pharmacy" are obviously 



•ban r!'ei-j x C: 'hp r^p = r^«! 

of disease. careful diagnoses ana selection cf appropriate 

remedies were the concepts upon which their pniicscphi uas 

based ;aaiu dioal knowledge and expertise became shroudeo in 

the mists of myth and magic cnce more, as Europe plunged into 

the dan: ages. It was the desert Arabians of yester-year who 

continued the progress of pharmacy. They developed procedures: 

including distillation and fermentation. to extract more than 

cfOOO drugs from various sources. The Arabian provinces appointed 

inspectors, forerunners of our -Medicines Control Council 

inspectors, whose task 

medicines and food. 

was to prevent the sale of harmf: 

In Europe at the conclusion of the Dark Ages, attention w as once 

again fooussed on medicine. The population of cities exoloced, 

travel increased dramaticaliu and disease became rife. 

such exhorbitant prices ror ors and Pharmacists charoed 

medicines of Questionable efficacy that theu were be 

le general publi 
Hi j i .*— u3 —i r-i T * p r~* ! no choice cut to rail 

BOX on self-dccccrinc with patent medicines 

:ns in-'enters 01 

rig ht s from t h e 

it was in the 

rocts and begar 

such as 

time for quackery 

;hess remedies had been bestowed with orotectea 

King. Although they became popular in England. 

.domes that the patent medical moustry sank 

to flourish, faced with devastating diseases. 

ry. the 

was ripe. It is not difficult to picture the 

lyphus, yellow fever, tuberculosis, and dyser 

vast selections of potions and elixirs, ail guaranteeing to cure 

everything from typhoid to in-growing toenails. Ey 1EG' some 

EO 000 different patent medicines were available for sale, most 

of their originators pouring millions of dollars a month into 

advertising. In the seventeenth • -" ; ts i i' u i. *. i~ _ „. 

Qt e correctly estimated. Eciantirio retneds 
4 



i - H • - ~! = H 

:iscr,s. :cr uitr cciscns the ras^..:s are 

:e::a:n and :i™ea;ats . ! ;oderr Dharrna"ai;;gy, the study of the 

acticn cf drugs, developed out cf this early study cf the action 

of poisons. The well known tale of Cleopatra testing the poison 

of her asp on her slaves before she applied it to herself is 

tyoioal of the pharmacological methods of that time, 

most energetic of the early pharmacologists was '1: 

King 

ihsrnsr' 

n t U S the second cent hof-r-i 

of the 

.St. MIS 

pharmacological studie: 

si est. learning on Egyptian civiiizatioT " >l o w : 

o r i q i n lany centuries the medioai syster 

physicians made considerable use of drugs. Iheir drugs were :.::: 

the i:md usually found in ancient oi'.'i lizaticn: a feu effective 

remedies lost in a mass of substances of purely superstitions 

f the Egyptians 

was net subject tc foreign influence, for the eariu Egyptians 

punished with death every stranger who entered their country. 

About EGG B.L.however they began tc tolerate foreigners, u-reeh 

physicians came tc Egypt and under their influence Egyptian 

medicine declined and was replaced by Greek medicine. 

Mithridates was versed in the Greek medicine cf Egypt and 

undertcck his pharmacciGgical experiments to find an unusual 

antidote against poison.His attention centred largely upon snake 

venoms. These he administered to slaves, studying the effects 

and trying to find an antidote. After his death his recipe J S S 

discGvered. ihis compound was known as Slithraciaticun and with 

some variations in the hands of later physicians was developed 

into Iheriac, In subsequent times theriac uas mora evtensi- -eiu 

i u i u y tsu 

t P h ~4 • r r ~ o r ! • a - ' *~ <=; m l " 1 r*. !- i , H *, r~ V 

5 



a p p l i e d e x t e r n s i i L • p ? " n ° : 

as m e a n s ana 
: i h o i 

of all diseases and 

• iac uas discaroec 

as a remedy the term Ireacla was applied to -Glasses. 

sulphur and treacle administered to ai. . j ^ ^ , i _ i t-i ecnie a 

generaticn or two ace as a spring tame u;as derived from this 

• Id belief of Theriac. Greek medical practice, as established cj 

Hippocrates bOO years before L'hnst, did net include an 

extensive use cf drugs. At the great University of Alexandria, 

however, a more extensive use cf drugs was grafted upen Creek 

medical learning.After the fail cf Corinth, Greek Physicians 

migrated to Rome. The Ramans used many drugs. The combined 

influence of Break, Alexandrian, and Roman medicine brought in 

an extensive use cf drugs. The increasing importance cf drugs 

led Dioscordes to compile a list of drugs, the first extensive 

Materia (ledica. The substances listed in Dicscordes's bock were 

worked into a system by Balen. This system uas the medical 

religicr the Christian Rra up to the seventeenth centuru. it 

has left it's mark on medicine even to this day. Calen uas born 

in Rergamum in Asia Miner in IGIA.LJ. He undertook the study ex 

medicine at an early age, and then for eight years wandered from 

city to city,adding to his store of medical knowledge. Calen uas 

an energetic experimenter, but his method uas faulty m that he 

insisted on having a theory fcr every phenomenon, whether or not 

it had any basis in fact. His superficial theories displaced the 

mere laborious methods of Hippocrates which were based uoer 

direct observation and logical interpretation. 

According to Galen's thecry, the body like the universe was 

composed of 4 elements - fire, air. water and earth. These 

elements represented the qualities cf the bedy: fire was net. 



""--. -1' *~ )••>. Z3 c: : : - r t13 r s 

were ^sisrcss anG S c a 1 S C 

•JBS dryness and moisture. Disease resulted uhen the balance 

betusen the four qualities was disturbed: and disease was tc he 

')-, cured by administering drugs to restore the proper balance. T 

various drugs had the four fundamental qualities of the body; 

some were cooling, others were heating. or moistening or 

drying.Drugs possessed these fundamental qualities in different 

degrees. Thus bitter almond uas heating to the first degree and 

drying tc the second degree while pepper uas heating tc the 

fourth degree and cucumber seeds were cooling to a similar 

degree. The common expression "cool as a cucumber" is derived 

from the therapeutic theoru of ualen. Several thousand drugs 

were necessaru for the balenic sustem of therapeutics, ft ! 
V - , . I — — 

*a ̂  c: ̂ i 

or more drugs might be included m a single prescription. In 

koman times the phusicians themsei'/es collected and prepared 

physicians continued tc dispense their own medicines. 

The apothecaries of Europe during the middle ages were orug 

peddlars.Apothecaries bills were exeotionaliy „ i i . - i. 

the i 

century and the cost of medicines was often exploited by 

physicians and surgeons as an excuse for running up their 

charges. The grocers were the original drug merchants even after 

the apothecaries were duly incorporated by James .! in ifcGb. but 

in ibi" , the druggists succeeded in shedding the grocers D^ 

means of a new Charter, after which time they had the physicians 

against them. The reason of this was that the apothecaries sec 

up as practitioners, not only selling drugs but prescribing 

them. Extortion was the great failing of the apothecaries. In 

two druo bills of ISJJ and IfcuS. cited bu Henderson: 

•-. :Z3 T^ ~ o ' c: 



3 . 1:s C pence is chsrcei fcr 

as nrn?,s err 

practised bu George Puller who. in 1333. charred 30 shiilinqs 

for pills and thirty-seven pcunds and ten shillings for a 

bcvful . the rsiqn 

;sd Dr. Tenant 

atnss 1 +- H o f '-, 1 1 e n he Oclieae of 

charging si:: pounds each for a pill 

and a decccticn and hit = P H P I U - in ' "'T'!'̂  1703, stated that the spcthecsne; 

had been known to make ISO pcunds tc 330 pcunds cut cf a single 

case and that the prescription charges were at least 30"= more 

than shoe prices. In Iu37. the College of Physicians bound their 

fellcus and licentiates tc treat the sick and peer cf Lcndcn and 

its suburbs free cf charge, which strained the situation still 

further and, m 1333. 33 influential physicians subscribed ".'0 

pcunds each tc establish dispensaries for supplying drugs tc the 

peer at cost price. 

tuar was now joined net only between physicians and apcthecarles, 

but an internicine wrangle broke out among the dispensarians and 

anti-dispensarlans. the latter being, of ccurss. favoured by the 

apothecaries. 

A lively bout cf scurrilous pamphleteering ensued and m 1333 

3arth published 'The Dispensary", a satirical pcem, stating trie 

injustice cf the dilemma forced upon the physicians "tc cheat as 

tradesmen or to fail as fools". 

formerly apothecaries diagncsea diseases cf their customers and 

ihem with the medicaments for treatment, This 'practice 

was locked upon by the physicians as be: jnrair. at 

and ungiand in the 13th and I'.'th centuries there were continual 

disputes between them and the apothecary. In France the argument 

was settled in the i'7th century in fav 

England, however, the decision was aga:.nst 

Public sentiments there, ir 

fa-cur cf the apcthecariss. 
3 

" t~ f h a r 

+- *- V-

3hpsicians. In 

the i7th century, was strong.y in 



Gut 

'cussc corsioeraoie partisanship. .hB a23ir.scar:ss ::.on 

the trial and uere alicweci tc carry en a quasi rneci-5: 

jnr.il Ibbb when the Caw was chanced t'J :s:u :rs a 

medical education as a nrarequisite tc the prascripcicr cf 

orues. 

bauth Africa sprung from the Laps or* Coed Hcpe - which was the 

unwilling off spring a? the great maritime ccicmai cowers of 

Western Europe. Holland and England. Jan van Hiebaeei. 

•'. Iblb-iB'hC.! was aestmsd tc be the mast celebrated Company's 

surgeon ever tc land at the Caps en the Friday afternoon m 

doctors has been recorded as early as 17bb . in order tc restore 

order and resolve chaos between the two professions the British 

bovsrnment licensed the medical practitioner and the aoctheoar., . 

This nas oeen considered to be an important medical r 

17bb and was '.-ery typical of the genius for organ 

acmmistration that has oeen the most strivmo cent 

:nment 

:"l 

the wor_d ever 

'ediral Committee. 

:cuth African Cedicai and Cental Co. 

. I ; W J- ~rj 
c- t- - j -

i. u „ u . 

the Care Cc^cnu. 

H S early as 

o f cur p r e s e n 

town se-'sral 

practitioners 

separated and m the town distinction was to be 

prescribing practitioners and dispensers of me 

practitioners and apothecaries were placed 

;p was forbidden tc s 

e^orm alter 

izaticn and 

ri Put ion of 

. C I S 1 = _: •an 

catepories and each 

T-V^o n ^ h ^ r 

y' 

Eu the passmc cf Act Mr C-t. th H P2 i ! ca H ^ pa H * r~ i c a i a r- H M h armaop Hot 

a r i r l y H = r-r . :c i i ; ; i cw; 

http://jnr.il


i - ' 1 _ * " — r * " •-•••* 

:Ci L i . : D _ ^ 

tine "harnacu • c~ ^prnnr 1 7Pr! 

* r—.*~ a c e ; 

la: sau: first cazett. 

Sunolementaru Health ber'.'iees Professions Pi: 

Act CGnsclidats a LSLi iPnH; 

i +- H Q : 

tc: 

: i - i „ c i i 
!ractitiansrs,Dentists and Practitioners of 

buccie~entar iF= H 1 t'-: H P ! i T c t e s s i c n s : 

• n a t t e r s i n c i d e n t a l t h e r e t o . 

h s a. Profession iy:7Li a f f i r m e d t h e edira. 

s rights tc dispense medicines 

ain conditions. 

If 
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Lf ̂  O "T V," 

LEGISLATIVE PEGUISIGNS 

INTRODUCTORY BACKGROUND 

.iticl i i_i 

i,;as tne 

'1st December, 1384, the Medi 

Services Professions Amendment 

s amendment introduced only 

jf a Register , by 

cai bentai a nri m unnismencaru 

SB o f 19BL i became 

f h p ; n r rr.r\ i ir. t J U L L ; . J I : 

- C3 T^ C3 f 

i e ^ D i J i r 

. _j i - 1 _ _ *-. 

a n a L isn ta . 

doctor uhc dispensed mec 

+• V i a P s t oecemcer 1 3 3 4 , h a d 

- e c i s t r a t u :e of EBE.OC to the Eeoi 

P,f"xCap ' erii.. ; a *-. t- n i IP=F: P 0 4-V-. !• 

13BG. Practitioners who wished to discense medicines 

' rr̂  r~ -r <r- b C L L . . r-v" a r- t- - "- a 

::3 ̂  e: • • n n r F= m n : P. f F= n n Section 5u rl a .'• ;;iere aisc 

:at i d 'ECl! 

;etner prescribed reqistraticn • r?. c? n 

a r c n , 

t n o i n 

l C=Lji_i _ L b l i 

:. L j u j c i i . u 

f REE.CO t c t h e 

Registrar of the Scuth African Medical and Dental Council. Such 

practitioners could only commence uuth dispensing activities 

once their application for registration has been finalised. Some 

3 30C doctors requested registration tc dispense. 

In response tc the initial application, the Registrar of the 

South African Medical and Dental Gcunci" 

;rtif icata to practice lay. 

sent ar 

.383. The certificate makes 

available tc practitioners convenient proof of c^:: 

registration as dispensing doctors, as prescribed by Sect:: 

af the Medical Dental and Supplementary Health Se: 

Profess ions Amendment Act no.58 of 1384. 

This certificate tc cractice is valid for cniu one uear. St 



t: e e • c •••', s s s 

t h e .t:u..:th ftr n e a r . Medio 0 , . — :J ~ > . - ci . 

Counc i l in h i s n c t ; t ; : c a t ; c n uh 

h i 

cu a ger 

Ihese c 

c n a p t e IT 

CONDI TIL 

general 

:, has given guidelines rar the dispensing or meaicm.es 

ieral practitioner cr dentist. 

•sidelines ujiii ce discussed more fully in the ensuing 

under METHODS OF DISPENSING OF MEDICINES and SuNEPAD 

;NS POP DISPENSING. The dispensing of medicines in 

practice is governed ey : 

i. The Medicines Central Act (.Act 101 of 135SJ 

if. The riedicai Dental and Supplementary Health 

Services Professions Amendment Act No . SB of IBS". 

3. Ethical Pule SB of the South African Medical and 

Dental Council uhich states "A DGCTOP SHOULD NLM' 

PLACE HIMSELF IN ECCNUNIC CO! IPE'I 1 T 1 UN u i 1 h A 

PHARMACIST" 

4. Ihe Pharmacy Act of IS/'T <. Act SS ot 1D74; 

•ariDLiS Acts and their implications are discussed oeioiu 

B.'BJ THE LESAL PECOI PEMENI S POP IHE DISPENSING 01 

MEDICINES 

Ihe Department of National Health and Peculation Development:, 

and the South African Medical and Dental Council, hai'e compiled 

certain m ;-ri>=> ! V P = Krr f.hp r! - =?nf=r i ; ^i u _ ^ i u i X U i S 

'HE MEDICINES CONTROL ACT JP ISBnJ 

aspects of the legal requirements are discussed i; 

of the practical 1 • r:--• t- ; r n « K • .snensinp doctors 
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-a ± a. Tie: 

Fsc'ices Professions £ctr.Ret. b>5 of 1S~7L1, as amended; a 

map perscnaiiu dispense medicine tc his ar his pa: 

patients Furthermore. m order tc ensure ef recti'-a 

doctor's absence, unauthorised persons should 

net have access to medicines and listed substances.-he muse, for 

example, havs adequate iocxuo facilities. 

It is therefore illegal for any employee, uhc is not a medioa_ 

occtcr to dispense medicine. Ihe layout of the practice, a m of 

the pharmacy in particular, is also of the utmost importance m 

arsventing unauthorised access as mentioned abo'-'e . 

in this regard note must be taken of beeticn JJ of the l'!edicm.es 

central Rot, iz. that an employer uiii be deemed responsible 

tor any act or emission en the part 

among others, it ca:~ 

connive uith or permit the act or omission and 11: the employe: 

toon all reasonable precautions to prevent sue) 

all KII.Ui'wJLSc. U.:^.=t:=: 

n ^ i 

omission . ;,ne tac +- t h s t . i i a L d; jmplcyer had forbidden a spec. 

^r omission uiii m itself not be accepted as adequate 

that he had taken ~ "'• ] 

omission. 

I b . HHt-FRLKING GF !1FU i LINF^ 

snH ppn ; :sf ie=-—fc! 1 I i n '" <=• T ms *- h <= P - stip 

c r; -

u;. c;_ _ 

that it 

dispensary 

m e registration repuir 

it is therefore illegal 

permissible to pre-paci. medicine 

because this process is si 

ements of the Medicines Cent: 

. for example, to re-pack me: 

smaller containers uith a 

e tc dispense 



^ H • C^ — C '"•, C^ 

DHil 

in m i s manner 

ssibie if adequate facilities e:::sr. . ine ha 

are a spacious uorhino sxali, easily accessi 

.-.' -L. J.. -L 

s h e l v e s , c o m f o r t a b l e desk and adequate n c h t i n c 

. i - H <=> 7^' ine rc,-ious intention or 

recuired durina the production process must be ma: 

14 

.striouticr process. in terms or the sfioulati 

can be concluded that the conditions under uh medicines 

attention 

• e Dharmscj 

eg 

a-ciii cu± _L i 

or oispsnsary must race: 

eucosure to suniicht 

sensiti'.'e vaccines, insulin, etc. and cleanliness ir T-; rr cs T™» i» r~ 

f c i 1 c u i n c 

LPEEEEihE EF NEDI LINES AND THE KEEPING 

UF ft PPEEuHIPTIQN FPU 

.cine dispensed must be labelled r.Eect.ion idi and * 

nt'ormaticn must appear on labels: 

. The name of the medicine, eueeoc m cases uherein 

the interest cf tine patient, the elector uish.es to 

In 

lame cf the patient. 

• s c t i o n s h a i ; <r; ea 

pusmess accress 

"umoer . cross 

_; x is — c : ,i3 

the care 

.no can oe used as a reference number.' 

•s of Eecticn EE P and Papula-

= rmanent record ~ust be Kept. 

rrssc~ioti[ 
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manner 

jste pr dispensing. 

F:efaranre r^n^er rf iahel '.see 

npcrtart point: is that ail 

iSt pa laPeiied and reccrde: 

1 2 r~ :̂ 3'"" ̂  • • ~ 2 a n d 

: ,h s crespriped 

L G 

. e m s ct 

• <=: *~ =2 -

U f r ; T t_'T '_• 

•c; P ^ a ! M 

c ^ • " ' - : ^ 

:H EEHi 

a i , _ r . s u - . a L . 

;JL c s i j u : t - B P l S * 

s . .ptan. .2 her USE in 

• • ' " - r* substances, pan pa eht 

: C i „ ^ U •_ 1 w C i . tcissaiers 

h.ach rscsict and hardcut must he 

t r a n s a p: • " " T ; <̂ . jst Pa 

,t ci r> •_ .a d U 

must 

-,o c; i 

?". Q •— Q •" *" ~ep' 

- u.... * -.-

n <= =• -~ <=s n •-

and rscister taliu. I 

, i n s t t.ness 

res t a l s o i:aep a res : : : 

n V r =? r R > n t c; 

retain sc 

er. ,";^Qr schedule B substances ar 

is rcr at .east t. :ars : j j i ! i . -•4 

i.e: DIEPENEIf.;E uF riEDlCIf-jL OF WHIEH THE DUE DATE HAE E;.F. 

Ihe Act defines the enpiru cf medicine as the date UP 

the strength and ether characteristics indicated on the 

the medicine m i l net he preserved. Attar this date the 

nag nc icr.par be scid tc tns public. 

j d . c=„;_ : her a tec t ic erf ectivensss 

medic • R R • " -



P e c u l a t e 

.zr-.Bi th ana 

i s mcumEent .He a i s p s ^ s i n q o: 

s h o u l d he k s c t . Such r e c o r d mau ha in 

fci _ U .• a. . ; ^ 

d L . C 1 . ^ 

an cnci L S 

t h i s C G u i i L K b U . - problems of confidential 1f. CSL. - t2 _ i . -

inspectors appointee in terms of ss: 

require to have access tc the discerns: 

Z3 • • ?"! 1 

cause emoarrassmer 

necessar i U - i p b l d L - L T i U 

ihe hseicnai ull: 

ation Develop: 

1 doctors uhc 

f ci; •- ^ — ' 

uiii ac; . 1 CI w U ... 

: a !•: s Cisoa~si 

'.£:< IHE ntXIII^L DENTAL f=?rjD SUPPLEMENTARY HEALTH 

bERJiLES PROFESS I QMS AMENDMENT ACT 58 OF 1SB4 

•levant section of the Sazette reads as folious:-

"bP . !. i i La) Every medical cractiticner or dentist ...ho; 

name has been entered in the register 

contemplated m subsection L E ) shall, on 

such conditions as the u'our.cil may 

determine in general or m a particular 

case, be entitled to personally ocmcounc 

dispense medicines prescribed by himseli ; 

IJU any other medicai practitioner or 

dentist with uhcm he is in carcnershic or 

uith uhem he is associated as principa^ or 

; <=; p •-assistant or locum tenens. rci û ts 

patient under treatment of such medicai 

practitioner or dentist or of such ether 

medical practitioner or dentist: Provide: 

that he shall net be entitled tc use;: 

r*> ca T^ c h ' 
:;-armacy 



', c: 

..- • . i ; c b _ _ 

mi 

- C-. r~ c : 7-* "< v r e g i s t r e ' 

contemplated in ;:aracra;:ii ia/. and ray, at t; 

investigation, uithdrau such exemption. 

Ihs registrar shall keen a rscister m vhic! 

enter. at the zli r < - h p -1 i — <="+• of the Council 

Council may determine of a medical practitioner 

or dentist. 

Cai' Luhc within three months after the commencement 

of the nedicai. Dental and Supplementary Health 

Services Professions Amendment fict, 1SB4. 

submits proof to the satisfaction of the 

registrar that at such commencement he 

compounded or dispensed medicine as contemn., ate: 

in SLiCS3cti.cn :. IJ ', a J m the practice of his 

profession: or 

Lbj uhc informs the registrar in the prescribed 

manner of his intention to comcouna or dispense 

medicine in the cractice of his profession as 

contemniated in subsection •'.i.,<.B.J. 

. :. jJThe Council may, after an investigation. direct 

that the name of any person Pa removed from the 

register contemplated in subsection \.'a:. or 

prohibit him for a specified period from navirg 

use of the right contemplated in subsection -.1: 

'.H..i The Council may determine fees to be paid for 

the enterinc of a name in the rspister 

•ntempiate: pi K | inc. h c o — ̂ ~ 
subsection !. c J . 
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:'.u i .'i Jur. Or d j. br't'o . hu 

:d;-ir.ss may be dispensed bu a medical c: 

v.'idsd: -

C I 

H n i iri i *- i I-T - He it is acne en suc.n conditions as c.ne _CL,rici.. nay 

determine in general or in a particular case. 

-per The medicine must be — .• 

!'iis partner. 

i~ Li himself cr 

•'.or his partner's.1 patients. 

must be personally compounded. 

!. •..•.' The dispensing must be incidental tc his prarti 

For the purpess cf the above guidelines the Council has der 

dispensing as:-

"lhe ccmpcunding, preparation cr mining of medici 

cr medical, cr chemical substances tc be sold cr 

supplied as medicine and the mining or sale cr 

supple of medicine." 

lb.; GENEKAL CONDITIONS FOR DISPENSING 

"In terms of Section SFh 1 J '.aj ucuncii has determined that 

practitioners could only dispense under the fcilouiny general 

conditions: -

tt complete record of medicine r.e::cei:t medicine and injections 

dispensed m consultation rooms.1 must be i.ept m udiicri toe 

fcLlcuing is reflected:-

i. a j substantiated uith invoices, the price, quant.: t_ 

and name of the supplier. 

i.bj Medicine m stock vhich must be balanced at the 

end of each year le. the end cf February." 
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app 3»- o H nar-s 

Intc a charge, complaint, ar allegation cf '• r": r- r^ T" o • 

rBGiSirsr 

pcuer 

ar disgraceful conduct: by a registered oerson. 

Into the affairs cr conduct cf a registered cers: 

if requested tc do so by a person by reason of 

allegation confirmed upon cath. 

or investigating officer 'ill Pane very 

•a o t h e r 

.=st:s! dv.a. s e i z u r e cr b e c k s , a c e . 

o C ! e e t s . in t e r n s of t h e Pot t h e i r i v s s t i o a t m o of 
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a p p r o v a l 
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o r e on m e p a r 
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evplanaticn tc the reristr 

investigating officer ujiii constitute a 

punishable by a stiff fine and/cr imprisonment: 

The amendment: vas certain!' not uei 
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urricer is required tc S L ^ ^ ; : 

:r.-.'ssiiast:̂ r,s to the Hsg.stra 

Lcunc:I . 

it; This report uhich is scui'/alen 

cannot be challenged m a cour 

*- (-- n f 
:ai 

. au because it 

is cnly a report and net a FINDING. This report is 

devoid of any legal status. 

Ic) The Medical Council aiens is empowered tc make a 

finding provided that the procedures to snabie it 

to arri-'e at such a rinding are properly carrier 

cut in the first place. 

LdJ it the Nedicai Council hinds a practitioner guilty 

of misconduct, its finning can be attached m the 

CHiu on tuo grounds. 

„!; r'HuCclDUK.RL CFCUNDd: 

Kir avampie uhsre the Necicai council basse it-: 

iincmcs simpi • on statements submitted 

Du^ismc L-UU: 

by the Investigating Cfficer and without ha-

the statements of witnesses tested oy cross 

enaminaticn of such witnesses. 

.' uihere the decision cf the riedicai Council n 

grossly unreasonable that nc reasonable man 

oouid have come to that conclusion.ihi 

particularly heavy onus tc discharge, 

is on this ground that the oeoision of 

booth African riedicai and Cental Ccunc 

is a 

h p 

• lit case uas one - cr *-. i • n — a p-- c-

and 'ersad en an application 

~ r-* - a c p y ^ t3 i ) o *_... r ^ G i i i Si 13 : - a c £J 
!~gs. r r c r e s s o 

jar l a v s 
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In ether uords, uili the Medical L' 

closer ioo): at Section 52? 

It by "personally comr 

means that one has to aot lii;e 

discensina doctors 

dispensm; 

xarmac 

tne present amendment is there or n 

the requirement uas oresent in the 

Lin the other nand ' compound: 

; e e a u s e 

CL : 1 U> L j l i ^ t : « ' - , R : " 1 « = 

ns he examined - a f >-, f-

neoioines ujere mainly compcuncec medi 

Hresentiu most medicines are r; 

isa . 

ulc-.u.tiLi a; 

cached by highly shiiied oharmaoeuticai 

organisations. Therefore the oonoaot ot 

compounding and dispensing must be 

examined in the light cr' this change. 

Although most medicines are prepacked, the doctor has 

exercise some discretion. r'cr example, ir 

s t i i : 

rrs • - r~ cr* -

r ' a r r ^ -'- c: u c i n a r c a 11 r craetiticne: 

shelves uith bottles and cachets of 

r->ea ; ! D C i he can, arter examining tne 

direct his nurse. whether she is a registered nurse or 

uxrite on the lahei the name of the patient and simoie ci 

and to hand it tc the patient, then the practitioner car: 

to be "personally dispensing" the medicines. Ril 

assistant is that he/she be able tc rea 

neriral duties of until 

patient and the directions. 

.tier of discensmc 

;at i: 
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substances *:c P S scid ar supplied as ~ecici~es and the ~i::i 

sale cr supply cf medicines".fhis definitic--; had reie'/an 

lbdb . 

if therefcra the acc'smenticned steps are take", it is the 

expert's visu that the Pcctcr has "pers^na^y ccmpcunce 

dispensed" and car: he a hasis her a defence apam 

disciplinary chares. 
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It is t 

pre"ise 

stands n 

_ C .... o _ 
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the b a s i s 

s '.iSi that this secti.cn shcued 

:f the exemption, is uidened. ; 
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medicines tc the catient.lhe cresant hasis cf the exer 
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The dispensing dc 

consultations tc 
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medicines tc Medical Aid patients ee a separate sediec 

research at seme later stage, the mechanics cf chich uiil net 

discussed presently. Suffice it tc say that neither the ̂ : 

African Medical and Dental L'cuncii nar the Medical Asseciat 

cf Scuth Africa have ci'.'en definite euideimes en the cues: 

D L .lb Lii.U nes daciara" 
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.etc • 1 - ' N *-•" 

bcuth Africa and 
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the sale c~ medicines bet i: 
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TABLE 5 

:rial Cnur-ci 1 M ~ -A 'edicai bcheme U '. j. _; / 

ACCORDING TO RACIAL GROUPS IN SOUTH AFRICA 

WHITES 

No. of workers 

covered by all 

I .C's C1371) 218 B8S 

COL. 

1S2 915 

IND. AFRIC 

61 386 

TOTAL 

No. of workers 

covered by medical 

aid schemes 145 355 40 5S3 7 017 549 194 024 

No. of workers covered 

by medical benefit 

schemes 10 E29 7E 315 31 127 40 469 158 540 

"i of all workers 

covered by 

schemes RP; 8°; it=.a 
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Schemes > 1382."' 

AFRICA 

WHITES COL. IND. AFRIC. TOTAL 

No. of workers covered 

by all I.C's 

ri3B2j 207 357 281 561 E5 353 715 345 1 257 222 

No of workers covered 

by exempted 

schemes 145 028 153 480 54 732 35 573 455 853 

°i of all workers 

covered by 

schemes 70?= 57°; 83"= 13'= 36°. 

Table 4-5 indicates that 78°= of the Whites are cavered by 

registered medical aid schemes whereas only 42". of the other 

race groups are cavered by medical aid schemes. 

Further, when one examines the contribution rates of medical 

aid schemes one notices that, although the monthly contributers 

are graded by income, the lower income members pay 

proportionately more. In addition, if one takes into account the 

tax abatement that can be claimed, the high income earner ends 

up paying less for health care than the low income earner. The 

figures indicate that only 36°= of ail workers who ccuid be 

covered are cavered (compared with 35°= in 13715. Although the 

percentage of Africans cavered has impraved, only 13". of 

elegible workers are covered. 
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From the above comparisons it can be clearly seen that medical 

schemes caver the rich, urban, empiayed'Jusuaily the white 

people) and fail to cover the poor, rural or unempioyedCusually 

the black peopleJ.lt is tragic that both the Stats and the 

idica^ ic~=r?=s jsse heaitn care needs en tao assumntit 

1. That Health Care Services can be treated as 

commodities, to be bought and sold in the free 

market . 

2. That through this operation of medical schemes in 

the free market health care needs will be most 

efficiently met. 

The Minister of Health and Welfare on introducing the second 

reading of the recent Medical Schemes Amendment Bill, stated 

that in his opinion "the market mechanism will compel the 

respective parties to act in a realistic way" and that "we all 

have to guard against being compelled tc move away from the free 

market system." 

2 . THE PR IUATEOR... FEE PAY ING PAT IEMT 

These are patients who have no form of medical insurance. They 

include the whole spectrum of the population from the senior 

executive, self employed on one end, tc the skilled and 

unskilled employee, the unemployed and the pensioner at the 

other end. 

Because of the socio-economic circumstances, the vast majority 

of fee paying patients are low income patients net belonging to 

either a benefit or a medical aid society and include the 

unemployed, pensioners as well as the self employed and the 

skilled and unskilled employee. They are only able to afford 

primary health care provided by the dispensing doctor, because 

of the all inclusive lower charges of the dispensing doctor. 

Here the doctor charges a fee between R12,00 and R14,00 for 

consultation plus medication. The medical aid scale of benefit 

is presently R13,B0 for consultation only. 
"3R 
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far a consultation alone is over R1S.QQ. 

The doctor cannot divorce himself from the social reality of the 

communities he services and for the same reason a doctor chooses 

to serve an panels of benefit societies, he has to accept the 

reality and reduce his fee which is an all inclusive one. This 

reduced fee basically also subsidises the cost of medicine 

dispensed to private patients. 

3.SICK BENEFIT FUNDS 

They are registered in terms of the Industrial CcnciIllation 

Act. Medical Benefit Funds have a contract with a panel of 

doctors. These doctors get paid by the Scheme for looking after 

members when sick. Benefit Funds are the only schemes, which 

workers with low wages can afford. 

Benefit Funds are exempted from certain provisions of the 

Medical Schemes Act, enabling them to fix a fee with their panel 

doctors. This fee is far lower than the suggested consultation 

fee accepted by Medical Aid Societies. The Medical Association 

of South Africa's position has been that these fees have been 

unrealisticaily low. Not withstanding this, many doctors in our 

communities have chosen to serve on these panels in order to 

make health care available to low- income communities. These 

doctors serving on panels are contractually bound to dispense 

medicines to 'panel patients'. 

In Cape Town two of the larger benefit funds are:~ 

1. Cape Town Municipal Workers Medical Benifit Fund . 

2. Cape Clothing Sick Fund. 

Together these funds make health care available to about a 

quarter million people in the Peninsula. 
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These funds basically offer a consultation and medication 

service by the doctor appointed en the "panel". A lesser fee is 

fixed for the doctor - anything between R3,0C and R5,00 per 

consultation. Medicines are charged for to the Sick Fund at a 

much lower price than dims. Seme Sick Funds have a ceiling of 

R5,00 for the total medicines supplied. 

In Pietermaritzburg the National Union of Leather Workers is the 

single largest Sick Benefit Fund, catering for S008 workers. At 

the first consultation the member pays Ri,00 and the Sick 

Benefit Fund pays R12,S0 for a consultation plus medicines 

supplied. For repeat consultation the Sick. Benefit Fund pays 

RE,30 inclusive of medicines supplied. 

Benefit Funds are unable to function without the low tarrifs 

charged by panel doctors. Since Benefit Fund patients constitute 

a large section of dispensing practice, it is clear that it 

would be catastrophic tc thousands of people in Scuth Africa if 

doctors stopped dispensing. 

Unfortunately dispensing has been seen in the context of the 

Medical Aid situation, and the other two aspects le. the Benefit 

Fund and the low income private patient are completely ignored 

in the debate that rages. Even when medicines are dispensed to 

Medical Aids, the doctor charges a Mims price which is fully 

acceptable to the Medical Aid Society and Medical Association of 

South Africa. John Ernstzen of RAMS has cisarly stated that the 

cost of medicines to medical aid is less when supplied by 

dispensing doctors. 

The dispensing doctor does not charge -.-

1. Dispensing fee 

2. A 'broken batch' or 'open stock' fee 

3. 'Added water' fee 

4. 'Cost of Container' fee 

5. 'Photocopy of Script' fee 

6. 'After Hours' fee 
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The above exclusions are surely important considerations in 

keeping the cost of medicines down in South Africa. In fact many 

fledical Aids prefer that the doctor dispenses as they save on 

these charges. 

3 . 3 OTHER ADVANTAGES , .OF... D IS PENS I NG„.JQ_JPAT IENTS 

1. More camplete service allowing far a much better and more 

cordial Doctor/PatientRelationship -an important factor 

in the quality of health care provided and received. 

2. Patient Compliance - uiith prescribed therapy is 

undoubtedly better when the medicines are given by the 

doctor personally. The doctor has a better chance to 

motivate the need for, and the specific indication of 

individual medicines. 

3. Cost awarenessofmedication 

The dispensing doctor is cost conscious as he has to buy 

quality medicines at keen prices. A survey by 

Consolidated Employers Medical Aid Society in 1332 showed 

an appreciably lower average cost per script when 

dispensing doctors were compared to non-dispensing 

doctors. A Cape Medical Plan survey also showed that 

dispensing doctors give less medicines per average 

script. For the patient it is decidedly cheaper. 

4. Drug Side-Effects - can also be better anticipated and 

more pertinently assessed when drugs have been given by 

the doctor himself. The dispensing doctor will also tend 

to have an increased awareness of DRUG.INTERACTIONS when 

he physically handles them together. 

5. No additionalFees - are incurred when drugs are 

prescribed by a dispensing doctor. 

B. Medicine is available to patients atall hours,at a 

moments notice. 
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Patients know what they are gettinginvalue for the 

amount they pay. 

Patient Convenience - In that it is a onestop visit and 

hence they save time. 

Patients do not have to pay lmmediatsly. This is of 

particular importance to the medical aid patient. 

3 . 4 THE DI LEnriAS AND I ilPL I CAT I DNS QF DISPENSING 

THESE ARE LARGELY:-

f.a) Legal 

CbJ Ethical 

c.c'J Economic 

Cd'J Time Factor 

The legal and ethical constraints have already been alluded to 

in chapter 2. 

3 . 4 . C 1 J . ECDNDMI.C 

CaJ CAPITAL OUTLAY 

Doctars acquire medicines on cheque with order an 30 day payment 

basis. Some drug Firms slap on monthly interest if the account 

is not paid by the 25th. It is a known Fact, that Medical 

Schemes Act allows medical aids to take anything from 30 tc 120 

days to pay accounts. In terms of the long recovery period, this 

represents a Financial loss to the dispensing doctor. Same 

medical aids send the medicine cheque to the patient. This 

cheque very seldom reaches the doctor. 

Lb) STORAGE 

And storage space presents a significant cost factor to the 

average dispensing practice. 
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'lei' ADMINISTRATION 

Drug accounts often call for extra staff and time. Medical Aids 

that are administered by Davidson and Eujmg and the lledscheme 

Group require that their patient signs the script as soon as it 

is dispensed. The account plus copies of the script must be sent 

to the patient for re-signing and submission to the Medical Aid. 

This performance has to be repeated each month. This cumbersome 

procedure is an additional burden and an administrative 

nightmare. 

(d) PACKAGING 

Costs have been rising steadily over the years. 

Ce) DIRECTLOSSES 

Expiry of drugs and breakages also constitute a loss of return 

on monies expended. 

Cfj BADDEBTS 

Dispensing doctors incur these and they are continuously growing 

in these times of rising unemployment. 

C g ) MEDICINE LEU IES 

Charged per script by numerous medical aids are invariably 

written off by many dispensing doctors. This can be anything 

from RS,00 to R5, 00 or up to 20°; of the total script. 

ChJ MEDICINELI HITS - Imposed by Medical Aids 

These can be unrealistically low eg. R200, 00 medication for one 

year for a family of four. The dispensing doctor often provides 

the medicine gratis tc the member and his family, if his 

medicine benefits are exhausted, and carries the patient until 

he is once again in benefits. 
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3.4.CB) TlilE 

The dispensing doctor has to perforce spend more time with the 

patient to complete the medical encounter viz. he has to set 

aside extra time per patient to instruct on how medicines are to 

be taken and the specific indications far medicines supplied -

time for which he does not charge. The dispensing doctor has to 

spend extra time in purchasing drugs, administering accounts, 

doing stock control and supervising storage. Dispensing 

certainly entails extra work and sacrifice on the part of the 

doctor. 

If one looks at the total dispensing situation'.; including the low 

income private and Sick Fund patients"-1 and not just the 'cream' 

of medical aids, then it becomes obvious that the dispensing 

doctor is net making the "handsome" profit which the media and 

pharmacist would have the public believe. 

Is the main feud between the Pharmacist and the dispensing 

doctor, entirely based on the profit motive? 

It would appear that forty to fifty years age, the number and 

distribution of retail pharmacy outlets and their distribution 

was very limited. In addition, Pharmaceutical formulations for 

the treatment of ailments and diseases, required the skilfull 

blending of numerous ingrediants. As time went on the number of 

Pharmacy Schools in South Africa increased. During the same 

period rapid development within the Pharmaceutical Manufacturing 

Industry has resulted in most of today's modern medicine being 

available in treatment packs manufactured under strict control 

of the modern Pharmaceutical manufacturing Industry which has 

virtually made blending of medicine obsolete. 
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UJe have a situation in South Africa today where there are more 

Pharmacy Schools than Medical Schools.Broken down to provincial 

level the doctor to pharmacy ratio are as foilows"-

Transvaal - 2:1. 

Natal - 2,9:1 

Eastern Cape - 2,3:1 

Western Cape - 2,5:1 

0.F.5 - 2,2:1 

Dn the East Rand the ratio of one Pharmacy to every doctor is 

quite common. The ideal ratio ujhich is the norm in most western 

countries, is one Pharmacist to ten doctors. 

In the republic of South Africa there are altogether 2500 retail 

pharmacies, 4500 General Practitioners and 1B00 Specialists in 

private practice. 

The annual turnover of the drug manufacturers in South Africa is 

R350,000,000, of the wholesalers R427,000,000 and of the retail 

Pharmacies RS30,000,000. 

Every year 75,000,000 prescriptions are dispensed, which bring 

in revenue of R100,000,000 in dispensing charges alone. Copies 

for medical aid purposes C15c) bring in R5,500, 000. A 10". 

surcharge is made fcr breaking a bulk pack, and this brings in 

R11,000,000. The mark-up from manufacturer to wholesaler is 15°=. 

Dispensing medicines accounts for 40°; of the average Pharmacies 

turn over. In some areas. Pharmacies outnumber doctors - in 

Alberton there are 35 doctors and 40 Pharmacies. Fifty five per 

cent of Pharmacies are controlled by two ccmpanies. CS.A.rl.J. 

:UGL 58 C28/3/85 page 4 and 7.) 

There appears to be a mark - up of almost R575,000,000 between 

the time the ethical product leaves the manufacturer and the 

price finally paid by the consumer. 

Because of the automatic 50°. mark up on drugs, the Pharmacist 

has been able to increase his profit above the rate of inflation 

and greatly increase his share of the total annual medical bill. 



Further, many pharmacists belong to a wholesale group, from 

which they buy at wholesale prices to sell at Full retail 

prices, plus Rl,30 dispensing Fee per item to gain, at the end 

oF each Financial year a not inconsiderable bonus. 

The issue involves not only what is best and most convenient For 

the patients, an issue pharmacists and legislators seem to 

overlook, but also the vital cost effectiveness factor. It is 

tragic that both the Legislators as well as the Statutory Bodies 

tend to adopt a consumer-commodity approach tc the dispensing 

issue. 

The main concern of dispensing doctors is with patients and with 

medical services in general. The Pharmacists and Legislators 

have nowhere addressed themselves to the central problem namely 

"what is in thepatientsinterest?" 

Pharmacists and Legislators tend to perceive dispensing in 

purely physical terms of marketing and selling of medicines in 

rands and cents; in much the same way as that occurs over the 

counter when buying a camera or ornament. 

To the dispensing doctor, after information is gained from a 

consultation, the providing of medicines tc the patient becomes 

a total or partial symbol of his healing. The doctor and patient 

are intensely involved. The patient understands more, and is 

more involved with his own treatment - he becomes motivated. 

Since prescribing is an inherent part of the doctor/"patient 

relationship which is also a learning situation, then the actual 

dispensing of the medicine and the meaning it assumes in the 

relationship serves as a repeating and a re-inforcmg power in 

the learning process. Not only does the patient's insight of 

himself and his disease improve, but also his insight regarding 

the doctors relationship to him. 
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Communication and dispensing betujeen the doctor and his patient, 

is between person and person, which mutually involves 

understanding, empathy, appreciation, patience and respect. It 

cannot be conveyed by a prescription; it is not marketable and 

cannot acquire a price tag. 

Dispensing imprcves the doctor's ability in assessing the global 

need DF the patient in the Framework oF the disease entity and 

the economic determinant active within his environment. 
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CHAPTER IU 

4.1. RESPONSES OFRELEU ANT JDR.GAN I_2AT I. DNS 

Many organizations are either directly or indirectly affected 

and concerned with medical dispensing. For convenience these 

organizations will be divided into three categories:-

4.1.1. STATUTDRY BODIES - :- CaD South African Medical 

and Dental Council. 

Cb) Department of National 

Health and Papulation 

Development. 

Cc) S.A. Pharmacy Council 

Cd) Competitions Board 

4.1.2. PROFESS i ONAL. ASSOC I AT IQNS - : - C a ) Medical Associat ion of 

South Africa 

Cb) Pharmaceutical 

Association of South 

Africa 

Cc) National Medical and 

Dental Association 

Cd) The South African 

Academy of Family 

Practice. 

CeD Society of Dispensing 

Family Practitioners 

CF3 National General 

Practitioners Group 

4.1.3. SE!RV[1C:E./;C:ONSUM E R GRDUPS - : - CaD Representitive 

Association of Medical 

Schemes CRAMSD 
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Cb3 National Union of 

Leather Workers 

CcD Pietermaritzburg 

Indian Child 

and Family Welfare 

Society 

Open ended questionaires were sent to those organizations, 

stipulated under section 4.1.3.CAnnexure 1 3 

The views of those organizations who already have a policy 

statement on medical dispensing, will be discussed first. 

Let us examine the policy statements of the organizations 

mentioned. 

4.1.1. Ca3 THE SOUTH AFRIJCAN MEDJCAL AND DENTAL gpjJNCIL 

Their policy and opinions have already been discussed in detail 

in chapter E. The implications of guidelines on dispensing as 

set out in the joint statement by the President of The South 

African Medical and Dental Council and the Pharmacy Board will 

be discussed later in this chapter. 

4.1.1. C b 3 DEPARTnENT OF NATIONAL HEALTH AND POPULATI ON 

DEyELOPriENT 

Certain aspects of the legal requirement, and the conditions for 

the dispensing of medicines by Doctors and Pharmacists in terms 

of the Medicine Control Act CAct 101 of 1S653 have already been 

discussed in detail in Chapter II. The Minister of National 

Health and Population Development's Department's involvement in 

the dispensing issue will be discussed under the Pharmaceutical 

Society of South Africa's opinions and policies. 

4.1.1. Cc3 THE PHARMACY COUNCIL CPrevious1y Pharmacies Board) 

The Council regretted that the joint statement on dispensing by 

medical practitioners which had been agreed upon by the 
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executive committee's of the South African riedical and Dental 

Council and the S.A. Pharmacy Council had not been confirmed by 

the South African lledical and Dental Council but had merely been 

noted. Hence the Pharmacy Council resolved on the recommendation 

of its executive committees, to adopt for incorporation in 

legislation, the principle that no medical practitioner should 

dispense medicines for gain where a pharmaceutical service was 

readily available. The Council also resolved to adopt the point 

of view that except in the case of medicines administered by a 

medical practitioner personally to a patient, he should not levy 

any fees or charges for medicine in addition to his consultation 

fee, and that if exceptions to this restriction should become 

necessary in the public interest, the Pharmacy Council should be 

consulted in the consideration of such cases. The Council 

resolved that legal opinion be obtained as to the exact manner 

in which the above mentioned principles could be incorporated in 

legislation and that the Minister of National Health and 

Population Development be approached as soon as possible with a 

request that the relevant legislation be amended as contemplated 

above in the interest "of the continuing existence of a strong 

pharmacy profession which was ultimately in the best interest of 

the public." The Council resolved to state publicly its policy 

that the Pharmacist due to his specialised training and 

knowledge of medicines was the specialist in the supply of 

medicines and that he should continue to fulfill this role. 

4.1.1. C d 3 CgriPET.I T I.DNS BOARD 

The Competitions Board sees to the implementation of the 

Maintenance and Promotion of Competition Act No. 96 Of 1973. 

This Act provides for the maintenance and promotion of 

competition in the economy for the prevention or control Df 

restrictive practices and the aquisition of controlling interest 

in business and undertakings, and far matters connected 

therewith. 
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The Society of Dispensing Family Practitioners have requested 

the Competitions Board to look into certain restrictive 

practices which are contained in certain passages of the 

statement issued on the 2B/S/84 Fallowing the meeting of an 

adhoc commitee of the South African tledical and Dental Council 

and the South African Pharmacy Board. 

The Competitions Board was also asked by the Society of 

Dispensing Family Practitioners to look into the decision of 

some of the wholesalers not to supply medicines to dispensing 

doctors. 

The director of the Competitions Board informed the S.A. 

Pharmacy Council that the Board had received complaints 

connected with distribution and dispensing of pharmaceutical 

products and that in addition the Cabinet had directed the Board 

to co-ordinate competition policy in the public sector. 

In the letter addressed to the Pharmacy Council a copy of which 

was sent to Medical Association of South Africa the following 

information on dispensing by medical practitioners was requested 

by the Board. In the letter, the Board wrote: 

"Complaints relating to the distribution and dispensing of 

pharmaceutical products have been lodged with the Board in 

respect of Maintenance and Promotion of Competitions Act, 1373 

(Act 36 of 1373). In addition, as early as October 13B3 the 

Cabinet instructed the Board to co-ordinate the policy relating 

to competitions in the public sector. 

In order to enable the Board to investigate the complaints and 

to perform this co-ordinating function, it would be appreciated 

if you could comment on the following before 29 Np_y_emb_er 1.985: 

1. Are you of the opinion that prescribed medicine 

should not be regarded as a commercial article in 

the normal sense of the word, particularly not at 

the point of dispensing? 
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E. Should there be any restriction on the dispensing of 

medicines by doctors? Please give a detailed 

explanation. 

3. Acting an the assumption that no-one Cpharmacists, 

medical practitioners, private hospitals and 

clinics) may make a personal "profit" from the mere 

"selling" of the medicines but that this income 

should comprise -

Ca) the actual purchase price of the medicines plus 

general cost Caccording to a realistically 

prescribed percentage); and 

Cb) a prgfessignalfee far the service based on a 

motivated system: 

i) Should the principal and the elements of the 

"income" be the same for all persons involved in 

dispensing? 

ii) Are you of the opinion that the 

above-mentioned approach of no "profit" on the 

medicines upon dispensing has merit, 

particularly since the general cast and the 

professional fee for the dispensing service is 

determined reasonably and in scientific 

manner? 

iii) Are you of the opinion that medical 

Pr..§.9.kLtigners should receive a professional 

fee for dispensing in addition to their 

professional medical practitioners fee? 

iv) Should the principles mentioned above be 

extended consistently to cover dispensing in 

hospitals, particularly private hospitals? 

v) Are you of the opinion that the average p ri C B 

of prescribed medicines will drop if the 

above-mentioned supposition of no "profit" an 



4. What is your opinion concerning the principles 

contained in the joint declaration of the 

President of the South African Pharmaceutical 

Board and the President of the Medical and 

Dental Council on 29 June 19B5 in connection 

with the dispensing of medicines by medical 

practitioners? 

5. The Board will be pleased to receive any 

further information relevant to the dispensing 

of prescribed medicines, particularly with 

regard to methods for lowering the cost of 

medicines in respect of the general public." 

This information was duly supplied by the South 

African Pharmacy Council. 

4 .1 . S . C a 'J MED11C ALASEi DI CI A T ION OF SOUTH AFRICA 

In the Joint declaration by the Medical Association of South 

Africa and the Pharmaceutical Society of South Africa published 

in April 19B1 specific guidelines had been set out for medical 

dispensing. The joint declaration was made by Prof. J.N. de 

Klerk chairman of the Federal Council, Medical Association of 

South Africa and Gordon Dowsett the President of the 

Pharmaceutical Society of South Africa, annexure C 2 5 

However in September 1985 the chairman of the Federal Council of 

Medical Association of South Africa Dr. R.D. le Roux welcomed 

the fact that the South African Medical and Dental Council and 

the Pharmacy Council had now issued clear guidelines on the 

question of the dispensing of medicines. Dr. le Roux stated that 

these guidelines as set out in the joint statement by the 

presidents of the South African Medical and Dental Council and 

the Pharmacy Council "to a large extent reaffirms the Medical 

Association of South Africa's policy on dispensing". According 

to Dr. le Roux the Adhoc committee's stand point on dispensing 
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does not differ much from the joint statements issued by Medical 

Association of South Africa and the Pharmaceutical Society of 

1381. 

These guidelines have as yet not been ratified or accepted by 

the full council of the South African Medical and Dental 

Council. The guidelines have been merely noted. 

The implications of these guidelines will be dealt with 

subsequently in this chapter. 

4.1.2. C b ) ^ARfl^EUTJJDftL ASSOC I .AT I ON OF SOUTH AFRICA 

In order to understand the Pharmaceutical Society's response it 

is imperative to follow events from 5 March 1983. 

Early in March 1983 a Pharmaceutical Society of South Africa 

delegation comprising the President and Executive Director met 

with the Minister of Health (Dr. Nak Uan der Merwe) and a 10 

page memorandum on the "Trading Doctor" was handed to him. The 

Minister was sympathetic towards the delegation and asked for 

specific examples of trading doctor malpractice to be sent to 

him. 

The Pharmaceutical Society's memorandum proposed a radius 

limitation to be imposed on dispensing doctors as well as a 

suggestion that a dispensing doctor be registered as such and be 

licensed on an annual basis. A memorandum with specific examples 

of trading doctors activities was immediately supplied to the 

Minister . 

This was followed later in that month by a meeting with 

Professor Geldenhuys, President of the South African Medical and 

Dental Council and another meeting with Professor Guy de Klerk 

and Professor N. Louw representing the Medical Association of 

South Africa; Further negotiations took place with both Medical 

Association of South Africa and South African Medical and Dental 

Council with their first accepting the proposal to register 

dispensing doctors and later rejecting it. 



The joint liasion committee of the Pharmaceutical Society and 

Medical Association of South Africa finally met in June 1983 

after pressure had been brought to bear on Medical Association 

of South Africa by the Minister. A strong case was presented by 

the Society. This was followed by a memorandum detailing the 

Pharmacists situation as a result of the trading doctor 

activities. The memorandum was also sent to the Minister. An 

additional memorandum on the practical and financial 

implications of dispensing by doctors and purporting to 

demonstrate the excessive profits being made was also submitted 

to Medical Association of South Africa. 

In response to the memoranda, a letter from the Medical 

Association of South Africa rejecting the Pharmaceutical Society 

of South Africa's contentions was sent to the Society in 

September 1383. 

The Society responded by sending a list of 1809 names and 

addresses of doctors or medical practices to Medical Association 

of South Africa which was rejected out of hand by Guy de Klerk 

and the Federal Ethical Committee of Medical Association of 

South Africa. 

The Proposal of a radius limitation was also subsequently 

rejected by Medical Association of South Africa. In November 

1983 a letter was sent to the South African Medical and Dental 

Council requesting an interpretation of their ethical rule S8 

and what was meant by a "doctor should not place himself in 

economic competition with a Pharmacist". The South African 

Medical and Dental Council did not reply. However, the Minister 

of Health and the Legislators were sympathetic to the cause of 

pharmacy and during March 1984: amending legislation to the 

Medical Dental and Supplementary Health service Professions Act 

was passed by parliament. 
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The contention was that the following problems would be 

addressed:-

. Conditions under which doctors could dispense 

. Financial record keeping 

. Registration 

. An inspectorate with certain enabling powers was 

created 

The subsequent letter which was sent out to practitioners by the 

South African Medical and Dental Council in December 19B4 

governing the conditions for dispensing medicines, has been 

rejected by the Pharmaceutical Society of South Africa. Both the 

South African Medical and Dental Council and the Minister was 

informed. The Pharmaceutical Society believes that the passing 

of the legislation has achieved exactly the opposite of what was 

intended. In the first few weeks some S2B3 doctors had 

registered. The Pharmaceutical Society is becoming frustrated 

and cannot afford to wait any longer. The question being asked 

is "why is their future in the hands of the South African 

Medical and Dental Council"? 

The doctor is increasingly involved in medicine distribution, -a 

role which the Pharmaceutical Society believes is in the 

confines of the pharmacist. With the legislation now in force, a 

doctor who wishes to dispense must register with the South 

African Medical and Dental Council. The question asked is why 

not with the Pharmacy Council? The Pharmaceutical Society is now 

dismayed that with a stroke of the legislative pen Statutory 

Bodies now control medicine distribution. It would be pertinent 

to conclude this section by quoting Donald Sutherland. 

"The Pharmaceutical Society is not against the true dispensing 

medical practitioner, provided there is no pharmaceutical 

service readily available. UJe object to the fact that 1B00 

doctors are within five kilometers of a Pharmacy and are in fact 



competing with the pharmacist on economic terms. UJe have proof 

that many of these doctors are breaking the law, as they are 

using unqualified, unregistered people to do their dispensing". 

4.1.2. C c) NAT I ONAL MEDICAL AND DENTAL ASSOCJAT IQN 

Fundamental to National Medical and Dental Association's policy 

is the basic acceptance that in South Africa we have communities 

with different socio economic profiles and different access to 

the decision making process. The majority of the people fall in 

the lower income bracket and consequently their ability to pay 

for medical care is greatly limited. Hence the general 

practitioner plays the major role in providing medical care 

primarily because he is able to provide services. National 

Medical and Dental Association fears that restriction of 

dispensing by the general practitioner will have negative 

effects upon the provision of an essential service and upon the 

health of the people. 

4.1.2. C d D THE SDLJTH AFRI CAN AC ADEMY QF F AMIILY PR ACT ICE 

According to the Chairman of the South African Academy of Family 

Practice; "The Academy does support existing legislation which 

enshrines the general practitioner's inalienable right to 

dispense. It does not have any policy an the registration of 

doctors. However, it has reflected concern on the proposed 

restriction/curtailment of dispensing by doctors as it believes 

that this might result in the lowering of standards of Primary 

Care/general practice in South Africa since many South Africans 

might be deprived of their medications, especially where there 

was an all inclusive fee. 

The Academy believes research should be done to ascertain the 

extent of dispensing in South Africa and to what extent this 

'subsidised' health care in the form of medicines being 

dispensed where these might not have been. The Academy is still 



As an Academic Body the whole issue of dispensing should be 

researched with the objective, as mentioned in mind" 

4.1.2. Ce) SOCIETYOFDISPENSi INS F;B.QILX...ZR6.CTITIDNERS 

This Society mould like the South African Medical and Dental 

Council to rescind its ruling that doctors dispensing medicines 

must register with the Council. 

The Society finds it surprising that the Council goes about 

restricting doctors from rendering an essential service, 

particularly the lower income group communities who benefit the 

most from dispensing. 

The Society has reacted violently to the restraints laid down by 

the South African Medical and Dental Council on the dispensing 

of medicines. It has also requested the Competitions Board to 

look into certain restrictive practices. 

The Society has totally rejected the guidelines recommended by 

the adhoc committee of the South African Medical and Dental 

Council and South African Pharmacy Council on the dispensing of 

medicines by doctors. 

4.1.2. Cf3 NATIONAL GENERAL PR: ACTITIONERS GROUP OF THE MiEDICAL 

ASSOCIATigNOFSOUTHAFRICA 

The sub-committee for dispensing doctors of the National General 

Practitioners Group was established in October 13B5. This 

sub-committee is now the official voice of the various 

dispensing doctors committees throughout South Africa. Prior to 

October 1385 the case for the dispensing doctor had been handled 

by a number of un-coordinated organizations. 

At a meeting at the Carlton Hotel in August 13B5, fallowed by a 

second meeting in Port Elizabeth in September 13B5, it was 

decided that differences of opinion between various groups 

should be ignored and that nothing could really be achieved 

without a co-ordinated approach by a recognized body. This 

resulted in the birth of the sub committe for dispensing doctors 



of the National General Practitioners Group. The memorandum 

dated 3/12/85 of the sub-committee for dispensing doctors of the 

National General Practitioners Group, clearly state their 

policies and opinions. "The spirit and intention of existing 

legislation should be respected despite certain shortcomings and 

impracticalities, and some endeavour must be made to effect some 

change to the benefit of the dispensing doctor and his patient." 

The memorandum further states that there is no purpose in a 

consultation, if a doctor is unable to ensure whether his 

patient receives medication, once having made a diagnosis and 

the decision to treat. It is further stated that dispensing is 

part of a doctors responsibility and professional duty and that 

he should be free to dispense without any restriction. 

According to the South African Medical and Dental Council 

giudelines on dispensing, one of the conditions stipulated is 

that "Dispensing should be incidental to a doctors practice and 

to his other professional duties". The National General 

Practitioners Group have motivated to the Parliamentary 

Committee of Medical Association of South Africa, that in order 

to avoid confusion the word "incidental" be replaced by the 

phrase "only a part of". 

The memorandum strongly stresses that doctors must desist from 

commercializing dispensing and using terminology such as 

"profit" on medicines. Instead "compensation" received for 

services rendered would be more appropriate in keeping with the 

spirit and tradition of the dispensing doctor. For this reason 

Medical Association of South Africa's recommendation of charging 

50°; to the purchase price of drugs is an acceptable fee to the 

National General Practitioners Group , for this dispensing 

service rendered. 

The National General Practitioners Group has made 

recommendations to the South African Medical and Dental Council 

to accept Medical Association of South Africa's formula for the 

costing of medicines. 



The restriction on the prepackaging of medicines, and the 

voluminous clerical work involved, in record keeping, labelling 

etc. is deemed to be totally impractical, considering the work 

load and the type of patient population most dispensing doctors 

service. 

The National General Practitioners Group Fears that these 

impediments may discourage doctors From dispensing. This could 

have Far reaching implications as there may be greater patient 

dependence on an already heavily over subscribed state medical 

service. Failure also to provide such a needed essential service 

could lead to uncalled For political unrest. 

4.1.3. C a ) REP RESENT AT IUE ASSOC I AT I ON DF M EDIIC AL SCH EjlES 

Did not respond to the open ended questionaire sent to them. 

4.1.3. C b) NATIONAL UNION_QF LEATHER WORKERS 

CPTETERnARITZBUR.Gj! 

Responded to the open ended questionaire sent to them. 

They "preFered the doctor to dispense medicines to his patients. 

Past experience had proven to them, that when prescriptions were 

issued at most times, the scripts Found their way to the waste 

paper basket, the reason being that employees had no cash to pay 

the Chemist during mid-week especially. 

Ever since the present consultation and dispensing started, our 

National Health Fund is in a reasonable healthy Financial 

position. Prior to this our "Sick Fund" was a very sick one and 

members were continuously restricted to the medicines they could 

get. Under no circumstances will the National Industrial Council 

oF the Leather Industry which administers the sick Fund revert 

to question 2." ie. CDo you preFer the doctor to consult only 

and to issue a separate prescription For medicines to be 

purchased From the Chemist?} 



4.1.3. C c 'J PIETERIIARITZBURG I NDI AN CHI LD AND FAMILY UELFARE 

SOCIETY 

In response to the open ended questionaire, the fallowing 

information was received: 

1. It would be mare convenient if the doctor dispenses 

medicine together with consultation. 

2. It is also time consuming tD go to a Chemist and 

wait for the medicines. 

3. It prabably will be less expensive if the doctor 

dispenses medicines as there is no uniformity in the 

price of medicines at the Chemist. 

Dn numerous occasions reference has been made to the 

recommendations of a joint Adhoc committee, consisting of 

members of the South African Medical and Dental Council and the 

South African Pharmacy Council. 

The central issues in the dispensing problem, appear to revolve 

around the question of Trading, Profiteering and proximity to a 

pharmacy, and unfair competition with a pharmacist. 

In view of this it would be appropriate to review the adhac 

committees recommendations:-

4.1.4 STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE Ei....A... _M , D .. C...AND. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE S , A.._PHARMACY BOARD r2B ./E/ .138.5 

DISPENSING OFMEDICINES BYDOCTORS 

"The Executive Committee of the S.A.M.D.C. on recommendation of 

a joint Ad Hoc Committee, consisting of members of the Council 

and the S.A. Pharamacy Board decided that the fallowing 

statement in connection with legal conditions, regulations and 

policy with respect to dispensing undertaken by registered 

persons be made and brought to the attention of registered 

persons as follows: 

1. That doctors may not keep an "open shop", that doctors "may 



not trade in medicines" and that they have to comply with 

all the legal requirements with respect to the personal 

handling of dispensing, labelling and the keeping of 

records of dispensed remedies, registration of the activity 

of dispensing and the keeping of records regarding the 

purchase and sale of remedies, also that the dispensing by 

a doctor should be "incidental" to his other professional 

duties. 

2. That the fallowing acts by a doctor will be interpreted by 

the Medical Council as "trading" in medicines or that it 

will be considered as falling outside the scope of 

"incidental" dispensing Csupply of medicine}. 

2.1 The purchasing of medicines for practice purposes 

outside of one's practice i.e. in association with 

other persons or doctors. 

2.2 The prescribing or dispensing of medicine of a 

manufacturer or distributor in which the person 

himself or associated doctors or immediate family 

members have a direct financial interest. 

2.3 The joining of doctors in interest groups with the aim 

•f purchasing medicine or who in spirit act as 

"trading doctors" or who advertise themselves as 

dispensing doctors. 

2.4 The dispensing of remedies to patients at a price 

greater than the suggested retail price of the 

Pharmaceutical Society minus 20";. 

2.5 The generating of a nett income from the dispensing 

part of the practice of more than 10°; of the total 

professional nett income Csee no 43. 

2.G The rendering by the doctor of an account that does 

not specify seperately the parts relating to 

professional services and to medicine dispensed. 
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3. UJhere the S.A.M.D.C. receives information that doctors 

infringe the Act, regulations or policy with respect to 

dispensing, inspection of practices, if necessary, will be 

conducted and/or investigation will be conducted if 

indicated, with the strict implementation of disciplinary 

measures for which provision is presently provided for. 

This includes the possibility of a caution, a repremand, 

suspension or erasure, and the withdrawal or limitation of 

the right to dispense. 

4. In deciding if a doctor "trades in" medicine in relation to 

abovementioned views, this will at present be judged in 

relation to point 2.5 above in terms of the reasonable 

availability of a pharmacy. It is also envisaged for the 

future that doctors working under special circumstances may 

apply for exemption from some of the afore mentioned 

provisions." 

4.1.5. IMPL JJCATI DNS OF THE RECOnil^DAXIJpNS OF THE AD HOC 

CDnrilTTEE OF THE S, A. M ...D . C AND THE S.A.. PHARMACY BOARD 

The joint statement made by the President of the South African 

Medical and Dental Council and the President of the S.A. 

Pharmacy Board supporting the recommendations of the Joint Ad 

Hoc committee, somewhat reflects the South African Medical and 

Dental Council's bias towards the Pharmacy profession. 

A massive amount of almost R2Q,000 was incurred by the Transvaal 

Committee for dispensing doctors, in seeking legal opinion and 

advise and in despatching a legally drawn memorandum to the 

South African Medical and Dental Council critisizing and 

rejecting the recommendations of the Joint Ad Hoc Committee. 

Furthermore a threat of an interdict against the South African 

Medical and Dental Council was also imminent, had the South 

African Medical and Dental Council fully ratified and accepted 

these recommendations. Over and above this many professional 

associations, already alluded to in this chapter intensely 



pressurised the South African Hedical and Dental Council to 

totally reject the joint Ad Hoc Committees recommendations. 

As a result these recommendations were not ratified but merely 

noted, when the full Council of the S.A.M.D.C. met in October 

1985. However these recommendations will once more be tabled for 

discussion when the full Council of the S.A.M.D.C. meet again in 

October 19B6. The sub-committee for dispensing doctors of the 

National General Practitioners Group as well as various other 

professional associations have totally rejected these 

recommendations. 

On carefully scrutinizing these recommendations as well as the 

dispensing legislation, it becomes evidently clear that the 

Pharmacy profession has been afforded legal protection against 

the dispensing doctor at the expense of the patient, who has 

been given no consideration whatsoever. 

At this stage it would be pertinent to review as to which 

members of the South African Hedical and Dental Council served 

on the Ad Hoc Committee: 

1. Dr. J.A. van der Riet CRetired G.P., attached to 

universities, hospital, BloemfonteinD 

2. Dr. G.J. Pistorius CDepartment of Family Practice, O.F.S. 

University . ') 

3. Dr. A.M. le Roux CSuperintendent, Nelspruit Hospital.3 

4. Professor Frans Geldenhuys (President S.A.n.D.C., Department 

of O&G, University of Pretoria..') 

From the description of the medical practitoners it would be 

relevant and important to know their background as regards 

competence to judge this issue. Was any scientific research 

undertaken which motivated their decision? Why were the 

country's dispensing doctors numbering some 4000 not even 

consulted on this issue? On what information did they Judge? 

There appear to be no answers to these questions. 
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It is tragic that the South African Medical and Dental Council 

has failed to fulfill one of its major obligations. If ethical 

codes and rules are formulated to protect patients interest, 

then the question asked is, why shackle the dispensing doctor 

with such stringent restrictions, if patients interest is 

foremost? 
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CHAPTER5 

5.1. RECmnEi^DAT.1 DNS 

As a result of the Pharmacy profession's campaign against the 

dispensing doctor, it has become imperative for dispensing 

doctors to establish a permanent secretariat, which would be 

able to explore the benefits of outside research, marketing and 

lobbying organizations, and, to ensure the best possible 

advantage for the general practitioner. 

It is hoped that some of the functions of the permanent 

secretariat would be to :-

1. Constantly monitor Parliamentary debates, on all aspects 

which affect the profession. 

2. Prevent the enactment of legislation deleterious to the 

profession and to health care as a whole. 

3. Provide accurate and in-depth information to politicians at 

all levels on the needs of the profession. 

4. Concern itself with providing Medical Association of South 

Africa with realistic data on costing of medicines and and 

fee structures in general practice. 

5. Act as ombudsman on behalf of the dispensing profession in 

its dealing with governmental bureaucracy and the South 

African Medical and Dental Council. 

6. Provide an insight into and report on the medico political 

scene, covering all aspects of health care in South Africa. 

It is envisaged that with the formation of the sub-committee 

for dispensimg doctors of the National General Practitioners 

Group the concept of a full time secretariat in the near 

future will become a reality. Preliminary estimates indicate 

a capital investment of R300,000 to launch and maintain a 

campaign. A request of R100 per dispensing doctor has been 

made . 

The legal experts have recommended that any proposed amendment 

to the Medical Dental and Supplementary Health Services 



Professions Act 58 of 1984, has to be scientifically motivated. 

This means that it must be shown that the Amendment will be in 

the interest of patients who cannot afford to buy medicimes from 

a pharmacy. They strongly feel that no other consideration can 

be of any relevance. 

Section 52(A) of the Hedical Dental and Supplementary Health 

Services Professions Act 5B of 1984 if amended showed most 

promise, provided the basis of the exemption is widened. 

If amended Section 52CA) will read as follows:-

"The Council may, if it is of the opinion that the consulting 

rooms of a medical practitioner contemplated in Section 52 CII) 

Ca) are not situated within a reasonable distance of a retail 

pharmacy, or is of the opinion that the substantial practice of 

such medical practitioner consists of patients for whom it would 

be an economic hardship to obtain medicine from a retail 

pharmacy or for whom such a retail pharmacy would be unsuitable 

having regard to their physical and other relevant 

circumstances, grant authority, subject to such conditions as it 

may deem fit to impose, for the supply by any person who is in 

the employment of such medical practitioner and who is 

registered as a nurse under the NURSING ACT 197B CAct No. 50 of 

1978), of any medicine mentioned in Schedule 1,2,3 or 4 to the 

fledicines and Related Substances Control Act 1SB5 CAct No. 101 

of 1965), to any person under the treatment of such medical 

practitioner: Provided that such supply shall take place in 

accordance with the directions of such medical practitioner" 

TheFoilowingrecommendatianswillhavetgbemadeimmediately 

to_thesub-committeefordispensingdoctarsoftheNational 

General Practi.tioners Group.: -

1. They must indicate to fledical Association of South Africa of 

the proposed Amendment to Section 52CA),and Medical 
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Association of South Africa must persuade the Minister of 

Health and the South African Medical and Dental Council to 

give the proposed Amendment consideration. 

2. They must also indicate to Medical Association of South 

Africa that a memorandum substantiating the need far the 

proposed Amendment will be submitted to them. 

3. Social welfare organizations must be informed of the 

consequences, as a result of the restrictions in dispensing. 

They can be an effective pressure group an Medical 

Association of South Africa and the South African Medical and 

Dental Council. 

4. Socio economic surveys and assistance of academicians 

substantiating the claim that an Amendment to Section 52CA3 

is an absolute essential, and that without it, many thousands 

of poor patients will suffer great harm and loss. 

5. The service of an "Health economist" of an international 

calibre such as Professor U). D. Reekie of the Wits Business 

School should be enlisted, to scientifically research that 

dispensing is actually very economical and to the advantage 

of the patient. 

6. A comprehensive and independant study into the relationship 

between dispensing doctors and the delivery of health care in 

South Africa, as well as the legal and business implications 

of the dispensing restrictions, should be commisioned -this 

will ensure that the medical profession has sufficient 

evidence on which to base its case. 

There are specialist firms such as Ernst and UJhinney 

Mansnpmpnh RpruirRR I imihfiri. Hanfi Tnuin. mhn have the 



7. Dne of the most important prerequisite would be that no 

matter what scientific study is undertaken, the study should 

have the full backing of riedical Association of South Africa. 

In addition Medical Association of South Arica must be 

requested to approach the necessary decision-makers in order 

to clear the way for an effective presentation of the medical 

profession's case, backed by the results of the study. 

B. A request to be made to all Medical Universities to include 

Medical dispensing and its implications in the curriculum. 

3. The assistance of Pharmaceutical experts must be obtained to 

determine whether the quality of medicines, cnce decanted and 

prepacked is still able to maintain its therapeutic efficacy, 

safety and quality. If opinions support decanting and 

prepacking then patients will benifit cost wise and the 

doctor and his staff time wise -time which could be 

fruitfully spent consulting and explaining. 

The motivation will have to be made to the Department of 

National Health and Population Development, in terms of the 

Medicines Control Act 101 of 19S5. 

If Section 52CA3 is amended, many difficulties will be obviated 

as the employment of a registered nurse will now no longer be 

determined by the proximity to a Pharmacy, but rather by the 

circumstances of the patient. She will be able to dispense under 

the supervision of the doctor, Schedule 1 to 4 medicines. This 

would also overcame the problem of "personally compounding and 

dispensing", and will also ensure effective control, in the 

doctors absence of the the dispensary and Stock Roam, 
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The definition of what constitutes "trading in medicines", the 

"casting of medicines to Medical Aid patients", and the question 

of profit; relevant and important as it may be, unfortunately 

falls outside the ambit of this dissertation. 

5.2. CDNC LUSIDN 

This revieu clearly indicates that the dispensing legislation, 

presently designed for first world communities, become totally 

impractical when applied to third world communities. 80^ of the 

deprived and voiceless population referred to as the third 

world, will suffer grave consequences, if the Legislators apply 

the letter of the law. The old aphorism "you pay the same price 

as a white, but earn the salary of a non-white", is as 

realistically true today, as it was two decades ago. 

The present recession, the falling value of the rand, the 20°s 

increase in the cost of medical services, and the continually 

increasing cost of basic foodstuffs and necessities, must 

further aggravate the socio-economic status of the communities 

serviced by dispensing doctors. 

The purpose of legislation should ideally be to protect patients 

from unscrupulous exploitation and profiteering from both the 

doctor and the pharmacist. The present Act certainly restricts 

the doctor, but affords the patient no protection whatsoever 

from the pharmacist. The single most important and fundamental 

issue, has, as yet never been addressed in the legislation, that 

is, "WHAT IS IN THE BEST INTEREST DF THE PATIENT?" 

It is the authors opinion that due to the restrictive nature of 

the dispensing legislation, every dispensing doctor will fall 

foul of the law at some stage. To function within the legal 

confines of the legislation is virtually impassible, and will 

leave doctors with the only available alternative, and that is 

to stop dispensing. The far reaching consequences of such an 
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Act, will lead to chaos and disaster For the majority of the 

patient population serviced by dispensing doctors. 

Dispensing is a matter of economical and political relationship, 

and consequently, political decisions influence and determine 

doctors' decisions to dispense or not. However, most doctors 

dispense medicines in response to the needs of the communities 

they service. 

The medical profession will need to become more politically 

involved, and try collectively, to overcome any legal 

impediments and obstacles, as well as to change those features, 

which are antithetical to good health in this country. 
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KINDLY COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE BELOW 

1. Do you prefer the doctor to consult and dispense 

medicines to his patients? 

i YES I NO ! 

OR 

2. Do you prefer the doctor to consult only and to issue a 

separate prescription for medicines to be purchased from the 

chemist? 

! YES ! NO ! 

REASONS 
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JOINT DECLARATION BY 
THE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AFRICA 

AND THE PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY 
OF SOUTH AFRICA 

Prof. J.N. de Klerk 
Chairman: Federal Council, Medical Association of S.A. 

EACH medical practitioner and each pharmacist is per
sonally responsible for his own conduct. 

In order to foster good relations between medical practi
tioners and pharmacists and to ensure inter-professional 
ethical conduct, the Medical Association of South Africa 
and the Pharmaceutical Society -of South Africa are 
happy to bring the following to their members' attention: 

a) With respect to medical practitioners, atten
tion is drawn to the fact that dispensing of medicines 
is subject to the following conditions: 

That the medical practitioner must personally 
dispense medicines (mixing or preparingjexcept 
where the Secretary for Health in accordance 
with the provisions of section 52A of the Medical, 
Dental and Supplementary Health Service Profes
sions Act, — in the case where he is aware that 
the consulting rooms ot a medical practitioner are 

2. 

hoi situated witnin a reasonable distance from a 
retail pharmacy, grant authority subject to such 
conditions as ne may deem fit to impose, for the 
supply by any person who is in the employment of 
such medical practitioner and who is registered 
or enrolled as a nurse under the Nursing Act of 
any medicine mentioned in Schedules 1, 2, 3 or 4 
of the Medicines and Related Substances Control 
Act, to any person under the treatment of such 
medical practitioner: provided that such supply 
shall take place in accordance with the directions 
of such medical practitioner. 

A medical practitioner may supply medicines 
only to his own patients or the patients of his 
partners or of another medical practitioner with 
whom he is associated as principal or assistant or 
locum tenens. 

A medical practitioner may not keep an open 
shop or a pharmacy and may not place himself in 
economic competition with a pharmacist. In other 
words, he may not dispense the prescriptions of 
other medical practitioners (whether specialists 
or general practitioners). 

A medical practitioner may not involve himself in 
the manufacture of merchandise, sale, advertise
ment or promotion or any other activity amounting 
to trading in any medicine described in the Medi
cines.Control Act. Th[s_does_not_Brohibit a medi
cal practitioner acquirin^^n^reTinapubiic com
pany which mSnOTactures or markets medicines 
or while iiTTggecTfic apjpdihtment in the employ of 
a pharmaceutical conceTrT, performing such 

Gordon Dowsett 
President: The Pharmaceutical Society of S.A. 

duties which normally relate to such an appoint
ment. • 

5- A medical practitioner may only recover his basic 
costs'as wel[~aTTI:ie~cfiTecI~variable costs on the 
me'dicines hand1eRrEy~h1mTTie may not, however 
dispense with proTiras~Tils*7rTotive. 

6. A medical practitioner may not accept or receive 
from a pharmacist any commission or other 
reward in connection with a prescription. 

7. A medical practitioner may not prescribe or give 
preference to any medicine in such a way that 
this action will result in any advantage to him. 

8. A medical practitioner (or his staff) may not refer 
or recommend any prescription to a specific 
pharmacy. 

9. A medical practitioner may not advertise in any 
manner the fact that he dispenses. 

10. A medical practitioner must ensure, according to 
the provisions of the Medicines Control Act, that 
the necessary controls and book records are kept 
in respect of medicines dispensed by him. 

b) With respect to pharmacists their attention 
should be drawn to their not committing the following 
actions: 

1. The substitution or omission of ingredients in a 
prescription without consulting with the prescriber 
or obtaining his approval. 

2. The expression of critical comment to a patient 
about the composition or merits of a prescription or 
about the professional ability of the prescriber. 

3. Establishment or occupation of a pharmacy in pre
mises through which there is an entrance to or an 
exit from a medical practitioner's consulting 
rooms. 

4. Establishment of direct radio or telephone commu
nication between a pharmacy and medical practi
tioner's consulting rooms. 

5. The recommending of a patient to a specific medi
cal practitioner. 

6. Participating in the preparation of secret prescrip
tions or cipher prescriptions. 

7. Diagnosis and treatment of illnesses where the 
available information indicates that the person 
should be referred to a medical practitioner. 

S.A. Pharmaceutical Journal — April 1981 
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GOVERNMENT GAZETTE, 2 MAY 1984 No. 9206 3 

MEDICAL. DENTAL AND SUPPLEMENTARY HEALTH SERVICE Act No. 58, 19K4 
PROFESSIONS AMENDMENT ACT. 1984 

GENERAL EXPLANATORY NOTE: 
[ ] Words in bold type in square brackets indicate omissions from 

existing enactments. ' • .,. 

_ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ l Words underlined with solid line indicate insertions in existing 
enactments. 

ACT 
To amend the Medical, Dental and Supplementary Health Service 

Professions Act, 1974, so as to replace certain obsolete ex
pressions and references; to make provision for the desig
nation of additional members of the executive committee of 
the South African Medical, and Dental Council; to provide 
for the investigation of cases of alleged improper or dis
graceful conduct by persons registered in terms of the said 
Act; to further regulate the dispensing of medicine by a 
medical practitioner or dentist; and to do away with the de
termination by the said Council of fees for medical services 
rendered to members or dependants of members of regis
tered medical schemes; and to provide for incidental mat
ters. 

(Afrikaans text signed />v the State President.) 
(Assented to 17 April 1984.) 

g E IT ENACTED by the State President and the House of 
Assembly of the Republic of South Africa, as follows:— 

1. Section 1 of the Medical, Dental and Supplementary Health Amendment of 
Service Professions Act, 1974 (hereinafter referred to as the s cc , i"n ' of 

5 principal Act), is hereby a m e n d e d - as ' amenlX ' 
(a) by the substitution for the definition of "Minister" of section 1 of ' 

the4following definition: Act 33 of 1976, 
"'Minister* means the Minister of Health and Wei- SC(-'tion l 2 o f 

fare-"- t n d Act 36 of 1977. 
H I £ - • a n a section I of 

10 (b) by the de le t ion of the definition of "tariff of fees" . Act 52 of 1978 
and section 1 of 
Act 38 of 1982. 

2. Section 5 of the pr incipal Act is hereby a m e n d e d — Amendment of 
section 5 of 
Act 56 of 1974. 
as amended by 
section 2 of 

(a) by the substitution for paragraph (a) of subsection (1) 
of the following paragraph; 

"(a) the [Secretary for Health] Director-general: 
15 Health and Welfare;"; and Act 52 of 1978 

(b) by the substitution for subsection (2) of the following 
subsection: 

"(2) The member referred to in subsection (1) (a) 
may designate an officer of the Department of Health 

20 and Welfare who is a medical practitioner, to act in his 
stead as an alternate member of the council.". 

3. Section 10 of the principal Act is hereby amended by the Amendment of 
substitution for subsection (1) of the following subsection: section lOoi 

"(1) There shall be an executive committee of the council ' u " ' ° 
25 consisting of the president, the vice-president, the [Sec

retary for Health] Direcioi-General: Health and Welfare 
(or, in his absence, the officer designated in terms of section 
5 (2) ) and not less than five other members; of the council 
designated by the council, of whom- not less than three shall 

30 be medical practitioners, one shall be a dentist and one shall 
be a member appointed tinder section 5(1) (b) (iv).". 
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4. Section 11 of the principal Act is hereby amended by the Amendment of 
deletion of subsection (2A). secrion n of 

\ ' Act 56 of 1974, 
as amended by 
section 3 of 
Act 52 of 1978. 

5. The following section is hereby inserted in the principal Act Insertion of 
after section 41: sfction 4 ) A in 

Act 56 of 1974. 
41A. (1) The registrar may with the approval of 5 "Manner in 

invett̂ ations * e president appoint an officer of the council as in-
may be insti- vestigating officer for the purposes of this section, 
tuted. (2) If the registrar deems it necessary, he may with 

the approval of the president and on such conditions 
10 as the council may determine, appoint any person, 

other than a member of the council or of a profes 
sionaj board, who is not in the full-time employment 
of the council as investigating officer for a particular 
investigation, or to "assist the investigating officer 

15 contemplated in subsection (1) with a particular in
vestigation 

(3) A person appointed in terms of subsection (2) 
shall, for the purpose of the investigation in ques
tion, have the same powers and duties as the investi-

20 gating officer contemplated in subsection (1). 
(4) The registrar shall issue to every person ap 

pointed under subsection (1) or (2) a certificate to 
the effect that he has so been appointed, and, in the 

-* case of a person appointed for, or to assist with, a 
25 particular investigation, that he has been appointed 

for such investigation, and in the exercise of his pow
ers and the carrying out of his duties that person 
shall on demand produce such certificate. 

(5) If the registrar deems it necessary for the 
30 achievement of the objects of this Act, he may insti

tute or cause to be instituted an investigation— 
(a) into an alleged contravention of, or failure to 

comply with, any provision of this Act; 
(b) in order to determine if any provision of this Act 

35 ~ applies to a registered person; 
(c) into a charge, complaint or allegation of im

proper or disgraceful conduct by a registered 
person; 

(d) into the affairs or conduct of a registered per-
40 son, if requested to do so by a person by reason 

of allegations confirmed upon oath. 
(6) The registrar or an investigating officer who 

•*•' carries out an investigation in terms of this section 
may— 

45 (a) at any time reasonable for the proper perform 
ance of the duty, with the approval of the presi 
dent and without prior notice enter upon, enter 
and search any premises, and carry out such an 
investigation and make such enquiries as he may 

50 deem necessary; 
(b) while he is on the premises or at any other time 

request any person found on the premises to im
mediately or at a time and place determined by 
the registrar or investigating officer— 

55 (i) produce to him any book, document or 
thing relating to, or which he on reasonable 
grounds believes to relate to, the matter 
which he is investigating, and which is or 
was on the premises, or in the possession or 

60 custody or under the control of that person 
or his employee or agent; 

(ii) furnish such explanations to him as he may 
require in respect of any such book, docu
ment or thine;; 
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(c). at.any time and at any place request any person 
who has o r is suspected on reasonable grounds 

•-' of having in his possession or custody or under 
his control any book, document or thing relating 

5 - .• to the matter which he is investigating, to pro
duce it immediately or at a time and place deter
mined by the registrar or investigating officer, 
examine such book, document or thing, make 
extracts from and copies of the book or docu-

10 • . ment, and request any person to furnish such ex
planations to him as he may require in respect of 
any entry in that book or document; 

! (d) seize, any book, document or thing which in his 
opinion may afford evidence of any alleged con-

15 travention of, or failure to comply with, any pro
vision of this Act, or of any alleged improper or 
disgraceful conduct contemplated in this Act, 
and retain that book, document or thing until 
any criminal or other proceedings in terms of 

20 this Act have beer! disposed of or until it has 
been decided not to proceed with any contem
plated proceedings. 

(7) The registrar or investigating officer shall give a 
receipt to the person to whose affairs any book or 

25 document seized under subsection (6) relates, and 
that person may make copies thereof and extracts 
therefrom during office hours and under such super 
vision and on such conditions as the registrar or in
vestigating officer may determine. 

30 (8) (a) The registrar or an investigating officer who 
carries out an investigation under this section, 
shaii compile a icpuii of ilic investigation, uuu Z 
report compiled by an investigating officer shall 
be submitted to the registrar. 

35 (b) (i) If such a report reveals prima facie evidence 
• of improper or disgraceful conduct contem

plated in this Act and no complaint, charge 
or allegation regarding the conduct in ques
tion has been made for the purpose of an 

40 inquiry in terms of section 41 or 48, such re
port shall be deemed to be a complaint 
made for that purpose, and the registrar 
shall serve a copy thereof on the registered 
person concerned. 

45 (ii) If such a report reveals prima facie evidence 
which in the opinion of the president makes 
it desirable that an inquiry in terms of sec
tion 51 be instituted, the registrar shall 

' serve a copy thereof on the registered per
son concerned. 

Act No. 58, 1984 

50 

55 

60 

65 

(c) To the extent that such a report contains state
ments of witnesses which would have been ad
missible as oral evidence at an inquiry in terms 
of section 41, 48 or 51, the provisions of section 
213 of the Criminal Procedure Act, 1977 (Act 
No. 51 of 1977), shall apply mutatis mutandis in 
respect of those statements at such an inquiry. 

(9) (a) A person who carries out or assists with the 
carrying out of an investigation in terms of 
this section, shall keep or assist in preserv
ing secrecy in respect of all facts which 
come to his notice in the performance of his 
functions, and shall not disclose any such 
fact to any person except the registrar, the 
president, the council, the professional 
board concerned, or the public prosecutor 
concerned in the case of an offence in terms 
of this Act, or bvQfiier of a court. 
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(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of para
graph (a), no personal particulars regarding 
a patient shall be disclosed to any person 
except by order of a court or with the con-

5 " sent of the presiding officer at an inquiry 
contemplated in section 41, 48 or 51. 

(10) (a) If the council at an inquiry in terms of sec
tion 41, 48 or 51, or in a case referred to the 
council by the registrar, is satisfied that the 

10 person contemplated in subsection (5) (d) 
had no reasonable grounds to ask for an in
vestigation, the council may order that the 
costs of the investigation by the registrar or 
'the investigating officer concerned, or such 

15 portion thereof as the council may deter
mine, be paid by that person to the council. 

(b) Such an order shall be executed as if it were 
a judgment in a civil case in a magistrate's 

. court. 
20 (11) Any person who— 

(a) refuses or neglects to produce any book, docu
ment or thing, or furnish any explanation to any 
person who is in terms of this section authorized 
to ask therefor, or who furnishes an explanation 

25 knowing it to be false; 
(b) hinders or obstructs the registrar or an investi

gating officer in the exercise of his powers or the 
carrying out of his duties; 

(c) pretends that he is the registrar or an investigat-
30 ing officer; 

(d) contravenes a provision of subsection (9), 
sha!! be °ui!tv of an offence and liahle on convic
tion— 
(i) in the case of a contravention contemplated in 

35 paragraph (a), (b) or (c), to a fine not exceeding 
R500 or to imprisonment for a period not ex
ceeding six months or to both such fine and such 
imprisonment; 

(ii) in the case of a contravention contemplated in 
40. paragraph (d), to a fine not exceeding Rl 500 or 

to imprisonment for a period not exceeding two 
""years or to both such fine and such imprison

ment. 
(12) The provisions of this section shall be without 

45 prejudice to the power of any authority to institute 
an investigation into any alleged contravention of, or 
failure to comply with, any provision of this Act.". 

6. The following section is hereby substituted for section 52 of Substitution of 
the principal Act: ' sec,ion 52 of 

Act 56 of 1974. 
50 "Medical 

practitioners 
and dentists 
may dispense 
medicines. 

55 

60 

65 

52. (1) (a) Every medical practitioner or dentist 
whose name has been entered in the register 
contemplated in subsection (2) shall, on such 
conditions as the council may determine in gen
eral or in a particular case, be entitled to per-
sonally compound or dispense medicines pre
scribed by himself or by any other medical 
practitioner or dentist with whom he is in part
nership or with whom he is associated as princi
pal or assistant or locum tenens, for use by a pa
tient under treatment of such medical practi
tioner or dentist or of such other medical practi
tioner or dentist: Provided that he shall not be 
entitled to keep an open shop or pharmacy. 

(b) The council may, on such conditions at it may 
determine, exempt any medical practitioner or 
dentist from the requirement of registration con
templated in paragraph (a), and may, after an 
investigation, withdraw such exemption. ( 

ea-j R 3 
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(2) The registrar shall keep a register in which he 
shall enter, at the direction of the council, the name 
and such other particulars as the council may deter
mine of a medical practitioner or dentist— 

5 (a) who within three months after the commence
ment of the Medical, Dental and Supplementary 
Health Service Professions Amendment Act, 
1984, submits proof to the satisfaction of the 
registrar that at such commencement he com 

10 pounded or dispensed medicine as contemplated 
in subsection (1) (a) in the practice of his profes
sion; or 

(b) who informs the registrar in the prescribed man
ner 'of his intention to compound or dispense 

15 medicine in the practice of his profession as con
templated in subsection (1) (a). 

(3) The council may, after an investigation, direct 
that the name of any person be removed from the 
register contemplated in subsection (2), or prohibit 

20 him for a specified period from making use of the 
right contemplated in subsection (1). 

(4) The council may determine fees to be paid for 
the entering of a name in the register contemplated 
in subsection (2).". 

Act No. 58, 1984 

25 7. The following section is hereby substituted for section 52A Substitution of 
of the principal Act: S * r f w i 

"Authority ' S2A. The [Secretary for Health] council may, if ^ j * " ^ 
certain'dV-1" ln e l lL 's ° f t n e opinion that the consulting rooms of Act 36 of 1977. 
curr.3tar.ccc of a medical practitioner contemplated in section 52 (1) 

30 cer ,ain med'- (a) are not situated within a reasonable distance of a 
cincs bv ccr- * 
tain regis- retail pharmacy, grant authority, subject to such con-
tercd persons ditions as [hejj^may deem fit to impose, for the sup-
in accordance ply by a ny person who is in the employment of such 

medical practitioner and who is registered [or enroll
ed] as a nurse under the Nursing Act, [1957 (Act 
No. 69 of 1957)] 1978 (Act No. 50 of 1978), of any 
medicine mentioned in Schedule 1, 2, 3 or 4 to the 
Medicines and Related Substances Control Act, 1965 
(Act No. 101 of 1965), to any person under the treat
ment of such medical practitioner: Provided that 
such supply shall take place in accordance with the 
directions of such medical practitioner.". 

with direc
tions of 

35 medical 
• practitioner. 

40 

8. Sect ion 53A of the principal Act is he reby r epea led . Repeal of 
section 53A of 
Act 56 of 1974, 
as inserted by 
section 10 of 
Act 52 of 1978 
and amended by 
section 8 of 
Act 43 of 1980 
and section 1 of 
Act 66 of 1981. 

45 dele 
9. Section 61 of the principal Act is hereby amended by the Amendment of 
letion of subsection (2A). s.ecti°n 6}°L, 

Act 56 of 1974, 
as amended bv 
section 10 of 
Act 33 of 1976, 
section 18 of 
Act 36 of 1977. 
section 9 of 
Act 43 of 1980 
and section 4 of 
Act 38 of 1982. 

10. This Act shall be called the Medical, Dental and Supple-Short title and 
, mentary Health Service Professions Amendment Act, 1984, and commencement. 
shall come into operation on a date fixed by the State President 
by proclamation in the Gazette. g u 

http://curr.3tar.ccc
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